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INTRODUCTION
Software licensing in a virtualised world
There was a time when software licensing was easy. The

number of licenses required equalled the number of de-

vises using the application. Traditionally, the people who are

responsible for this have been ferreted away in some back

room, counting licenses and, by a few, looked on as the

business inhibitor. But, the SAM function has come an awful
long way in the last few years and the more progressive

companies that have adopted SAM have enjoyed a healthy
ROI as a result. If you’re a ﬁnancial person; you of course

want to see factual evidence and ﬁgures for these claims, as

you no doubt have many requests for unbudgeted expendi-

structure based on server rather than end user, resulting in

complex pricing structures where many over compensate

their licensing requirements at a signiﬁcant cost.

Whilst the number of desktops and laptops you notice as

you walk around your organisation is the most visible proof

of this increase in your software spend; the largest element
is not noticeable. It is estimated around 80% of the spend

on software now sits in your company datacentre.

These datacentres are where the large software in your or-

ganisation lives, such as your SAP ERP system which runs

ture crossing your desk every day. Before we move onto the

your business or extensive Oracle and IBM databases that

Industry expert Gartner have deﬁned it as: 'A process for

cost hundreds of thousands, potentially millions of pounds

numbers, it is probably worthwhile looking at what SAM is.
making software acquisitions and software disposal decisions. It includes strategies that clearly identify and eliminate unused software, consolidating software licenses or

changing your license metrics.'

Things have changed. We live in a virtualised world where

servers reside in datacentres which serve 100's of end

users. This SaaS environment has provided a new licensing

store your client’s data. These sizeable items of software can
to purchase and maintain. Therefore, the potential for cost

savings in this area is high. According to Gartner, a survey of
over 800 clients identiﬁed that those businesses which had

already implemented a SAMs process were enjoying 30%

savings in the ﬁrst year alone. These savings can easily be

justiﬁed towards the implementation and management of a
SAMs agreement.

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR SOFTWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT
AS A SERVICE
Operational Expense

Implementing an in-house SAM strategy can be an expensive aﬀair, draining capital. As IT moves to a
preferable OPEX model it makes sense that any SAM strategy should do the same.
Guaranteed Licensing Position

When you agree to a vendor’s licensing contract you agree to the terms of their deﬁnition of software
audit; Typically, this means using the tools and methods they dictate to deﬁne your 'usage'. To this
end it's important to have an up to date view on current vendor 'usage' and 'entitlement' rules as well
has having the most relevant reporting tools. For many this responsibility falls in the hands of an inhouse team or individual, whose skill set can usually demand a remuneration of around £45k a year
plus overheads.
Evolving IT requirements

Vendor licensing rules and reporting tools do change. So, without dedicated resource it's impossible
to remain compliant and ensure the right reporting tools are in use.
Avoiding the 65% chance of an Audit

Any audit is a time-consuming aﬀair and can drain your internal resources for potentially a 6-month
period (in some cases more).
Eliminate overspend – Procurement

Traditionally Procurement managers have been tasked with buying software licenses required by the
business. But is their requirement correct? Without an up to date view on the speciﬁc vendors licensing rules and tools it's impossible to know if the latest purchase is accurate and ﬁt for purpose.
Eliminate risk - Compliance

Simply put, without the appropriate SAM resources and reporting tools there is a prevalent commercial risk from a software audit. In some case’s reported, settlement claims to vendors have been in
the 10's of millions. Given Gartner's estimated 65% chance of a vendor audit, there is clearly a risk to
any business from a vendor audit, strengthening ay argument for a clear SAM strategy.
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Phase 1 - Inventory

The ﬁrst step in any Software Asset Management

UNDERSTANDING YOUR EXISTING
SOFTWARE ESTATE
Let’s look at some of the basics surrounding a Software Asset

Management service:

Do you know what software you have deployed in

your estate?

Do you know what software you have entitlements to?
Do you know which systems the deployed software is
installed against?

Do you know if the number of cores within your systems
reﬂect the correct entitlements?

Is the software still actually in regular use?
By not understanding the above simple key questions, this could
mean you are potentially exposed as non-compliant with your

software license estate. There are four basic steps to understanding your license position.

service is to understand your inventory. Previously,

have been made in the previous renewal period, you

could be renewing software which is no longer

software entitlements would have been held by the

required. Once an entitlement renewal is processed

However, the Procurement department is only as

software therefore it is better to obtain a full

Procurement department in any organisation.

good as the information in which it is provided. Many

mistakes have been made by incorrect licenses being
purchased without fully understanding the role that

the licenses will fulﬁl. Without understanding the role
of the system which is being licensed, countless

purchases may have been made inaccurately. Further-

more, not understanding the license metric(1) around
the software can also lead to costly mistakes.

Where is your software located? We are all aware that
infrastructure footprints are constantly evolving

putting an increasing strain on the need for accurate

there is no refund for unused/decommissioned

understanding of what software is in use at this stage.
Phase 2 – Organisation

A central repository should be held for all software

purchases to enable the tracking of what is being

purchased and when those licenses will become due
for renewal. Ensuring any new licenses are accompa-

nied with the relevant Proof of Entitlement (POE) and

that this document is reviewed fully to understand any

accompanying license requirements to utilise

the software.

license entitlements within your software estate.

Without fully understanding your infrastructure estate
and how it is licensed you will face an ongoing battle
to keep on top of license compliance.

Is the software still in regular use? More and more
clients tend to opt for the renewal of last year’s

licenses based on what was previously in use. By not
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understanding any system/user changes which may
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR EXISTING SOFTWARE ESTATE (cont.)
Phase 3 – Policies & Procedures

Understand your installed software platforms and their associated product versions to ensure you are receiving

support and subscriptions for the correct software version. Not being within a supported software version

means you could be paying for support when none will be provided as the software may have gone end of
support – we refer to this software lifecycle management.

A policy also needs to be written whereby your business is aware of the importance of software compliance

considering license requirements when new workloads/systems are commissioned either virtual or physical. The

same can be said for decommissioned systems – if the software is no longer required it should either be retired
(and removed fully from the system), recycled and transferred to other systems to meet license compliance or
held in storage for new projects.

Implement a strict access policy to the IBM Passport Advantage Support Portal to limit the number of users who
can access downloads and software. This is of critical importance to prevent users from implementing software
without the full knowledge of what the associated risk is.

Phase 4 – SAM Optimization

Maintain compliance by following the key steps below:

Ongoing spot checks on systems to test compliance conﬁdence

Run regular inventory reports to understand server requirements

Produce quarterly audit reports/snapshots

Involve other departments to create a cohesive SAMS practise
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“Not being
within a
supported
software
version means
you could be
paying for
support when
none will be
provide... ”

HOW CAN RECARTA HELP
YOU?

We ask you to consider these key points when you are reviewing your support

Implementation

Deploy

implement IBM BigFix / ILMT (either on/oﬀ

ice, removing the burden from your organisa-

Provide the technical skills to install and
premise available)

Deploy IBM Service Agents onto all physical
and virtual servers (regardless of software
content)

Conﬁgure your VM environment to commence

software tracking into IBM BigFix

Undertake all the necessary Software Bundling

within your software estate
Review

Obtain all necessary IBM POE’s and establish
your license entitlements

Undertake a manual baseline software review

and subscription renewal:

Deploy Software Asset Management as a serv-

Are we licensed correctly?

tion

Are we renewing the correct licenses for our current business needs?

Manage and ensure ongoing compliance for

Could we make any cost savings prior to renewal?

your IBM software estate

Manage
Interpret IBM ILMT outputs and produce a

fully documentation external SAMS report

Include/Exclude software instances on the

ILMT system to prevent license compliance is-

sues

Provide regular conﬁrmation of ongoing soft-

ware compliance

prior to IBM BigFix producing its ﬁrst report

Produce and advise on your Eﬀective License
Position (ELP)
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Could licenses be harvested and reused elsewhere within the business prior to
committing to further spend.

Are you interested in consolidating your subscription and support with one

unique support provider who can provide you with an end-to-end support and
compliance solution?

Are you interested in reducing your support costs while improving your

support eﬃciency?

It takes a trusted support resource—one that has the experience and knowledge
to help enable more eﬀective planning, monitoring and automated management
of your assets.

Recarta can provide a single point of accountability for all IBM software licenses and

support. We can help you simplify support and focus on core business by oﬀering not

just end-to-end support capabilities, but also a solution focused on your unique IT sup-

port needs.

TAKE OUR CHALLENGE
Recarta currently manages over 375 IBM

contracts across a wide range of clients and
our reputation is built on this successful
partnership with IBM Software Group.

Take our challenge and request a quote at

your next renewal for a software review. We

will look to add value to your existing support whilst reducing cost and risk to your
organisation.

ABOUT RECARTA
Recarta IT is an award-winning IBM Platinum Business Partner and provider of integrated IT infrastructure

and data management solutions. We specialise in the design, deployment and management of IT infrastructures and have extensive experience working within the commercial sector both onshore and oﬀshore.

Recarta have an unmatched and demonstrable track record of adding value to IBM Software Group Solutions, along with consistent delivery of excellent commercial arrangements for our clients.

Recarta IT is one of 2 UK based IBM Platinum Partners and was the second largest IBM Support partner in
the UK in 2016. Recarta provide a single point of contact for IT infrastructure support for many leading UK

based organisations. As an IBM Technology Support Services (IBM TSS) Platinum Champion, Recarta IT are

well positioned to provide ﬂexible, robust support services to organisations with complex IT environments.

Recarta IT is one of 2 UK based IBM Premier Partners. Recarta provide a single point of contact for IT infra-

structure support for many leading UK based organisations. As an IBM Technology Support Services Cham-

pion, Recarta IT are well positioned to provide ﬂexible, robust support services to organisations with complex
IT environments.

Compliance as a service (CAAS)
Our Compliance as a Service team give you an 100% accurate view of your licensing position without the

overhead of a licensing team managing various vendor reporting tools. Our CaaS team ensure cost eﬀective
procurement, automated deployment, ongoing maintenance and report on utilisation.
What next?
Our CaaS team provide a 2-day consultation to provide you with an accurate view of your current licensing
position against your actual requirement. Interested in gaining an accurate view of your licensing position?
Call Philip Trumble on 0844 800 7821 or email him on sales@recarta.co.uk for an initial conversation.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR LICENSE METRICS (REFERENCE GUIDE)
Authorized User is a unit of measure by which the

multaneously accesses more than one Install of the Program,

the Program, except for those servers from which the Pro-

made available to the Program, regardless of the number of

unique person who is given access to the Program. The

such Install. Licensee must obtain separate entitlements for

Capacity licensing, Licensee must obtain entitlements suﬃ-

of the Program on the virtual server.

Program can be licensed. An Authorized User is a

Program may be installed on any number of comput-

ers or servers and each Authorized User may have si-

multaneous access to any number of instances of the

Program at one time. Licensee must obtain separate,

dedicated entitlements for each Authorized User given

access to the Program in any manner directly or indi-

rectly (for example: via a multiplexing program, device,
or application server) through any means. An entitle-

ment for an Authorized User is unique to that Authorized User and may not be shared, nor may it be

reassigned other than for the permanent transfer of

the Authorized User entitlement to another person.
Concurrent User is a unit of measure by which the

Program can be licensed. A Concurrent User is a person who is accessing the Program at any particular

point in time. Regardless of whether the person is si-

multaneously accessing the Program multiple times,

the person counts only as a single Concurrent User.

The Program may be installed on any number of computers or servers, but Licensee must obtain entitle-

ments (Proof of Entitlement(PoE)) for the maximum

number of Concurrent Users simultaneously accessing

the Program. Licensee must obtain an entitlement for

each simultaneous Concurrent User accessing the Pro-

gram in any manner directly or indirectly (for example:
via a multiplexing program, device, or application
server) through any means.

Floating User is a unit of measure by which the Pro-

gram can be licensed. A Floating User is a person who

is accessing the Program at any particular point in time.

An Install is an installed copy of the Program on a phys-

ical or virtual disk made available to be executed on a

computer. The Program may be installed on any num-

ber of computers or servers, but if the Floating User si-

the Floating User requires a separate entitlement for each

gram has been permanently removed. If using Virtualization

each Floating User simultaneously accessing the Program on

cient to cover all activated processor cores made available

via a multiplexing program, device, or application server)

Virtualization Capacity License Counting Rules.

each Install in any manner directly or indirectly (for example:
through any means.

User Value Unit (UVU) is a unit of measure by which the Pro-

to or managed by the Program, as deﬁned according to the

* An Activated processor core is a processor core that is

available for use in a physical or virtual server, regardless of

processor cores in the virtual server or the number of copies

Client Device is a unit of measure by which the Program can

be licensed. A Client Device is a single user computing device

or special purpose sensor or telemetry device that requests

the execution of or receives for execution a set of com-

mands, procedures, or applications from or provides data to

gram can be licensed. UVU Proof of Entitlement (PoE) are

whether the capacity of the processor core can be or is lim-

another computer system that is typically referred to as a

gram. Licensee must obtain suﬃcient entitlements for the

commands, BIOS settings, or similar restrictions.

Devices may share access to a common server. A Client De-

based on the number and type of Users for the given Pro-

number of UVUs required for Licensee's environment as deﬁned by the speciﬁc software terms. The UVU entitlements

are speciﬁc to the Program and type of user and may not be

exchanged, interchanged, or aggregated with UVU entitle-

ments of another program or type of user.

Install is a unit of measure by which the Program can be li-

censed. An Install is an installed copy of the Program on a

physical or virtual disk made available to be executed on a

computer. Licensee must obtain an entitlement for each Install of the Program.

Processor Value Unit (PVU) is a unit of measure by which
the Program can be licensed. The number of PVU entitle-

ments required is based on the processor technology (de-

ﬁned within the PVU Table by Processor Vendor, Brand, Type

and Model Number) and the number of processors made

available to the Program. IBM continues to deﬁne a processor,

ited through virtualization technologies, operating system

Server is a unit of measure by which the Program can be li-

censed. A server is a physical computer that is comprised

of processing units, memory, and input/output capabilities

and that executes requested procedures, commands, or

applications for one or more users or client devices. Where

server or is otherwise managed by the server. Multiple Client
vice may have some processing capability or be programmable to allow a user to do work. Examples include, but are not

limited to actuators, appliances, automated teller machines,

automatic meter readers, cash registers, disk drives, desktop

computers, kiosks, notebook computers, personal digital as-

sistant, point-of-sale terminals, sensors, smart meters, tape

racks, blade enclosures, or other similar equipment is being

drives, and technical workstations. Licensee must obtain enti-

blade or a rack-mounted device) that has the required com-

uses services provided by, or otherwise accesses the Pro-

employed, each separable physical device (for example, a

ponents is considered itself a separate server. Licensee

must obtain Server entitlements for each server made

available to the Program, regardless of the number of

processor cores and/or partitions in the server or the number of copies of the Program on the server.

Virtual Server is a unit of measure by which the Program
can be licensed. A server is a physical computer that is

comprised of processing units, memory, and input/output

tlements for every Client Device which runs, provides data to,

gram and for every other computer or server on which the

Program is installed.

Resource Value Unit (RVU) is a unit of measure by which

the Program can be licensed. RVU Proofs of Entitlement are

based on the number of units of a speciﬁc resource used or

managed by the Program. Licensee must obtain suﬃcient en-

titlements for the number of RVUs required for Licensee's

environment as deﬁned by the speciﬁc software terms. RVU

for the purpose of PVU-based licensing, to be each processor

capabilities and that executes requested procedures, com-

entitlements are speciﬁc to the Program and the type of re-

two processor cores.

vices. Where racks, blade enclosures, or other similar

Licensee can deploy the Program using either Full Capacity li-

gated with RVU entitlements of another program or

vice (for example, a blade or a rack-mounted device) that

cording to the Passport Advantage Agreement Terms. If using

rate server. A virtual server is either a virtual computer cre-

core on a chip. A dual-core processor chip, for example, has

censing or Virtualization Capacity (Sub-Capacity) licensing ac-

Full Capacity licensing, Licensee must obtain PVU entitlements
suﬃcient to cover all activated processor cores* in the physical hardware environment made available to or managed by

mands, or applications for one or more users or client de-

equipment is being employed, each separable physical dehas the required components is considered itself a sepa-

ated by partitioning the resources available to a physical

server or an unpartitioned physical server. Licensee must

obtain Virtual Server entitlements for each virtual server

source and may not be exchanged, interchanged, or aggre-

resource.

To speak to a qualiﬁed IBM support consultant
please contact Toby Harris

on +44(0) 844 800 7821

or email sales@recarta.co.uk

